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Subcellular differentiation is not surprising in large and²Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology
necessarily complex eukaryotic cells, where DNA, RNA,Harvard University
and proteins are actively moved around the cell in di-Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
rected traffic patterns. What is surprising is that in the
small (1±3 mm) bacterial cell, with no known directed
transportation systems, dynamic subcellular localiza-The broad and rich history of prokaryotic biology in the
tion of regulatory and structural proteins, in fact, accom-20th century has been driven by the power of genetics
panies, and in many cases directs, cell cycle progressionapplied to vast populations of haploid cells. This history
and the generation of diverse cell types.begins in 1943 with the statistical demonstration by Sal-
The progression of the cell cycle reflects the basicvidor Luria and Max DelbruÈ ck that bacteria obey the
genetic network that maintains lifeÐit is the primitiveDarwinian principles of random mutation and natural
brain of the cell. The business of a newly divided progenyselection. This discovery set the stage over the decade
cell is to grow, replicate its genome, ensure chromo-that followed for using bacteria and their phage to elu-
some segregation, and carry out cytokinesis culminatingcidate the fundamental nature the genetic material.
in the production of two progeny with the same geneticIn 1944, Oswald Avery, Colin MacLeod, and Maclyn
makeup. The cellular machinery required to accomplishMcCarty made the seminal discovery that the ªtrans-
these tasks and the factors that regulate their orderedforming principle,º which was known to alter the heredi-
expression operate at different places in the cell andtary properties of streptococci, is DNA. This indicated
at different times in the cell cycle. For example, thethat the genetic material is DNA, a concept that was
replication complex has a specific cellular address, asreinforced a few years later by the work of Alfred Hershey
do the chromosome segregation proteins, the origin andand Martha Chase. Their experiments showed that
terminus of DNA replication, and the tubulin-like proteinphage T2 injects its DNA into host cells and hence that
that is responsible for constriction at division. Similarly,viral DNA is likely to suffice for viral propagation. During
the signal transduction proteins that regulate the initia-this extraordinary 10 year period, Joshua Lederberg and
tion of DNA replication, and the proteins that discrimi-Edward Tatum discovered conjugation in bacteria, and
nate midcell and quarter cell sites for the position ofLederberg and Norton Zinder showed that certain phage
the division plane, are consigned to, and dynamicallycan transduce DNA from one bacterium to another. Cap-
relocate from, specific cellular locations.ping off the decade, James Watson and Francis Crick
Superimposed on this cell cycle framework are func-proposed in 1953 the double helical model for the struc-
tions unique to specific cells, such as those that areture for DNA, which immediately suggested a ªpossible
responsible for the inherent generation of cellular diver-copying mechanism for the genetic material.º
sity. The polar placement of regulatory factors in predivi-The pace of progress in prokaryotic biology quick-
ened in the 1960s with the cracking of the genetic code, sional cells can dictate the asymmetry that, upon cell
the discovery of messenger and transfer RNAs, the dem- division, leads to diverse cell types (Horvitz and Hers-
onstration that the ribosome is the site of protein synthe- kowitz, 1992; Jacobs and Shapiro, 1998). Essentially,
sis, the demonstration of the colinearity of the gene and localized factors allow different parts of the cell to ex-
the protein, and the development of the concept of the press unique functions. The integration of the cell cycle
repressor. Studies on bacteria in the 1970s and 1980s program with cellular responses to outside events is
led to profound insights into the machinery for DNA, also a critical factor in prokaryotic cell fate determina-
RNA, and protein synthesis, complex metabolic path- tion. Thus, in some bacteria, starvation signals entry
ways, regulatory dynamics, and the interactions be- into a developmental pathway, but this is an adaptation
tween free-living cells and their environment. Yet a fur- of the cell cycle genetic network. Added complexity
ther leap in our understanding of the prokaryotic cell during development is provided by the recent discover-
occurred in the final decade of the 20th century due in ies that dynamic changes in protein location influence
large measure to the availability of full bacterial genome gene expression and thus the induction and spatial ori-
sequences and the advent of prokaryotic cell biology. entation of morphogenetic events.
Within the limited venue of this review and given our The message is now clearÐthe regulation of the bac-
mandate from the editors of Cell to look forward to terial cell, in all of its functions, must be understood
the 21st century, we have chosen to concentrate on within the context of a three-dimensional grid.
discoveries in the closing decade of the 20th century.
Built on the foundation of the store of accumulated infor-
Cytokinesismation about E. coli, the study of other bacteria that
Studies on cytokinesis and chromosome segregationcarry out a broader menu of behavior and cell differentia-
reinforce the view that the bacterial cell must be consid-tion patterns has led to new insights into the bacterial
cell cycle and the regulatory networks that incorporate ered in three dimensions (Figure 1). The first and most
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Figure 1. Three Subcellular Addresses for
the Cell Division Protein FtsZ
The grids in this and subsequent figures are
meant to convey metaphorically the concept
that proteins have subcellular addresses in
bacterial cells. The cells shown in (A)±(C) each
contain two newly duplicated chromosomes
(blue), which are oriented with their origins
(green O) near opposite poles and their ter-
mini (green T) near the midcell. (A) depicts
the medial location of the Z ring in bacteria
that divide by binary fission, such as E. coli
and B. subtilis. (B) depicts the asymmetric
placement of the Z ring in Caulobacter. Sub-
sequent constriction of the Z ring generates
dissimilarly sized progeny: a smaller, swarmer
cell and a larger stalked cell. (C) depicts
the placement of Z rings near both poles in a B. subtilis cell that has entered sporulation. Subsequence septum formation at one of the two
polar Z rings generates a small, forespore cell and a large mother cell. Note that, as a consequence of the extreme asymmetric placement
of the septum, the forespore progeny cell initially captures only the origin-proximal region of the chromosome (see the text).
crucial step in cell division is the assembly of the tubulin- localization occurs in a highly dynamic manner. MinCD
molecules first cluster near one pole, then at the other,like protein FtsZ into a cytokinetic ring (Z ring) at the
center of the cell (Figure 1A; Lutkenhaus and Addinall, and then back again with a periodicity of only tens of
seconds (Hu and Lutkenhaus, 1999; Raskin and de Boer,1997). The Z ring, in turn, recruits in an ordered sequence
a series of additional proteins that mediate division. In 1999)! This oscillation depends on a third protein MinE,
which is present as a medially positioned ring adjacentaddition, as in the formation of microtubules in eukary-
otic cells, two proteins, ZipA and EzrA, which influence to the Z ring (Raskin and de Boer, 1997, 1999). How and
why MinCD makes these extraordinarily rapid, oscilla-its polymerization and its depolymerization, aid proper
assembly of the Z ring (Hale and de Boer, 1997; Levin tory movements is not clear, but the end result is that
over time the division inhibitor is at its lowest concentra-et al., 1999; RayChaudhuri, 1999). Importantly, however,
neither ZipA nor EzrA inform FtsZ where the midcell is; tion at midcell and at its highest concentration at the
cell caps. Thus, minicell formation, but not binary fission,medially sited Z rings assemble in their absence. Hence,
we are left with two topological mysteries: how does a is prevented. Once again, we see that the bacterial cell
is a grid in which proteins that govern the position ofbacterial cell know where its middle is, and what is the
nature of the medial mark that FtsZ recognizes and that the division plane are deployed at particular sites within
the cell in a dynamic manner that changes (sometimestriggers its polymerization?
This mystery is deepened in some bacteria, such as with great rapidity) over time.
Caulobacter, where cytokinesis occurs asymmetrically
at every division (Figure 1B). Even bacteria, such as E. Chromosome Segregation
Cells of all kinds must coordinate cell division with thecoli and B. subtilis, that divide in the middle, have the
potential to undergo cytokinesis near the cell poles. The faithful segregation of the newly duplicated genetic ma-
terial to each daughter cell. Eukaryotic cells have anuse of these polar division sites is normally suppressed
by a cell division inhibitor (MinCD), which is composed elaborate spindle apparatus that drives sister chromo-
somes apart and that ensures their capture by eachof the proteins MinC and MinD (de Boer et al., 1989).
How does MinCD discriminate between polar sites and daughter cell. Bacteria, in contrast, have no conspicu-
ous mitotic machine. The challenge of elucidating thethe cell middle? In E. coli, MinCD localizes near the
poles and away from the cell center (Figure 2). This polar mechanism by which chromosomes are segregated with
Figure 2. Rapid Pole-to-Pole Movement of
the Cell Division Inhibitor Protein MinCD in E.
coli
The sequence of cartoons depicts the oscilla-
tory behavior of MinCD over time. MinCD ex-
hibits repeated cycles of accumulation, near
the end of the cell (leftmost cartoon), dis-
persal (center cartoon), followed by accumu-
lation at the opposite pole of the cell
(rightmost cartoon). The oscillatory move-
ment depends on MinE (green), which is lo-
calized as a ring near to, but separate from,
the Z ring (red).
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high fidelity in prokaryotes has been relatively intracta- Caulobacter cells mutant for SMC, and E. coli cells mu-
ble due to the small size of the nucleoid and the absence tant for a similar but nonhomologous protein MukB, have
of methods to study its organization. Newly developed diffuse chromosomes (Niki et al., 1991; Britton et al.,
cytological methods, however, have made it possible to 1998; Jensen and Shapiro, 1999). B. subtilis SMC and
visualize specific sites on the chromosome and their E. coli MukB mutants generate a high proportion of
movement over the course of the cell cycle. For example, anucleate cells, whereas a Caulobacter SMC mutant
tandem copies of the lactose operon operator lacO can exhibits a cell cycle block just before division. This may
be introduced into the chromosome at specific sites and reflect a cell cycle checkpoint that precludes anucleate
then decorated with lactose repressor that has been cell formation. Thus, compaction proteins evidently play
fused to the green fluorescent protein (GFP) (Gordon et a key role in chromosome segregation.
al., 1997; Webb et al., 1997). This makes it possible to Further facilitating chromosome segregation in B.
visualize in living cells any site on the chromosome at subtilis and Caulobacter (but not E. coli) is another class
which the operator cassette has been inserted. Similarly, of compaction proteins, members of the ParB family of
GFP can be fused to a protein that naturally binds near partition proteins (Ireton et al., 1994; Glaser et al., 1997;
the origin of replication (Glaser et al., 1997; Lin et al., Lin et al., 1997; Mohl and Gober, 1997). In Caulobacter
1997; Mohl and Gober, 1997). Finally, specific sites on ParB binds to a region of the chromosome near the
the chromosome can be visualized with high resolution origin (Mohl and Gober, 1997), and in B. subtilis the
in fixed cells by use of fluorescence in situ hybridization replication origin region is decorated with multiple cop-
(FISH) (Niki and Hirago, 1998; Jensen and Shapiro, 1999). ies of a ParB homolog called Spo0J (Lin and Grossman,
In their classic paper on the regulation of DNA replica- 1998). Spo0J binds to scattered sites in the vicinity of
tion, Jacob, Brenner, and Cuzin (Jacob et al., 1963) the origin and may cause this region to fold up into a
imagined that replication origins would attach at the higher ordered structure.
midcell and be pushed apart by growth of the cell wall ParB proteins also play a role in the inheritance of
in between. But now we know by direct inspection that certain minichromosomes, such as the fertility plasmid
just the opposite is the case: during the cell cycle, newly F. These minichromosomes localize to the midcell prior
duplicated origins of replication abruptly separate from to replication and to the cell quarter points following
each other, moving toward opposite ends of the cell duplication (Gordon et al., 1997; Niki and Hiraga, 1997).
(Figure 1; Glaser et al., 1997; Gordon et al., 1997; Lewis The N-terminal region of the ParB family member SopB
and Errington, 1997; Lin et al., 1997; Webb et al., 1997, contains topographic information that is responsible for
1998; Niki and Hiraga, 1998; Jensen and Shapiro, 1999). localization to the cell quarter points (Hanai et al., 1996).
Meanwhile, the terminus is preferentially located near Meanwhile, the C-terminal region binds to a centromere-
the cell middle. like sequence called sopC in the F plasmid, thereby
What is the nature of the motor that drives segrega- tethering F to the quarter points of the cell. SopB has
tion? Recent evidence suggests that multiple force-gen- an additional property that illustrates the conceptual
erating processes may contribute to chromosome power of viewing the bacterial cell in three dimensions.
movement. The remarkable discovery that DNA poly- When bound to sopC, SopB blocks the transcription of
merase remains relatively stationary over the course of DNA that abuts the centromere (Lynch and Wang, 1995).
the cell cycle has prompted the idea that the replication One model for this silencing phenomenon holds that the
machinery is a factory through which the DNA is centromere is a nucleation site for the polymerization
threaded and duplicated (as opposed to a locomotive of the partition protein, which extends into flanking DNA
that chugs down the DNA) (Lemon and Grossman, 1998). (Rodionov et al., 1999). However, the discovery that
If so, then perhaps the cell harnesses the force of repli- SopB localizes to a particular place in the cell has given
cation itself in driving replication origins apart. This leads rise to an alternative model (Kim and Wang, 1999). This
to two questions: how are newly duplicated origins di-
alternative model posits that the plasmid is tethered via
rected away from each other, and is there a tether that
its centromere to a velcro-like patch of SopB molecules on
anchors them at or near the cell poles?
the cell membrane. DNA flanking the centromere wouldOnce origins are separated, the remainder of the chro-
then bind to the velcro-like patch in a non-sequence-mosomes must be pushed or pulled apart to achieve
specific manner. Rather than polymerization from a nu-complete segregation. An attractive possibility is that
cleation site, a high localized concentration of SopBthis is accomplished by compaction of the chromo-
causes interaction with DNA flanking the centromere.somes. Bacterial chromosomes must indeed be highly
Thus, the concept of the bacterial cell as a spatial gridcompacted because their contour length is 1000 times
offers a new way to think about an old problem.longer than the nucleoid into which they are folded. At
the same time, the order of genes across the nucleoid
Asymmetric Division and Cell Fateseems, at first approximation, to preserve the order of
The generation of diverse cell types is a fundamentalgenes in the chromosome: that is, the replication origin
task for all organisms that carry out developmental pro-and the terminus are located at opposite ends of the
grams or produce cells with unique functions. In bothnucleoid with other sites on the chromosome located
prokaryotes and eukaryotes, a cell division that yieldsin between (Niki and Hiraga, 1998; Teleman et al., 1998).
progeny cells with distinct cell fates can occur by theThus, the chromosome is folded in a highly ordered
asymmetric distribution of regulatory factors and struc-manner. A clue to understanding how this compaction
tural proteins in the predivisional cell. This intrinsicoccurs is the discovery that many bacteria have a mem-
asymmetry is an inseparable function of the cell cycleber of the eukaryotic family of chromosome-condensing
proteins known as SMC proteins. B. subtilis and regulatory network. The asymmetric partition of cell fate
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determinants depends on their directed localization to cell into a new stalked cell is accompanied by the clear-
ance of CtrAzP by ClpP/ClpX-dependent proteolysisdiscrete regions of the cell prior to division. Thus, a
spatial vector becomes an integral part of cell cycle (Jenal and Fuchs, 1998), freeing the replication origin for
replisome formation and the initiation of DNA replication.mechanics. For example, during Drosophila neurogen-
esis, the directional alignment of the neuroblast mitotic Thus, as in eukaryotes, phosphorylation of key regula-
tory factors and their proteolysis at critical points in thespindle is a critical component in the asymmetric local-
ization of factors that result, upon division, in the pro- cell cycle, regulates cell cycle progression.
Soon after the initiation of replication, CtrA is resyn-duction of progeny with different cell fates positioned
with the correct spatial vectors in the embryo (Lu et al., thesized, proteolysis is halted, and new molecules of
CtrA are activated by phosphorylation. As a mediator of1998). In budding yeast, actin cables form a railway
system at a specific time in the cell cycle that is used this phosphorylation, CckA exhibits a dynamic behavior
pattern that has been viewed in living cells with ato deliver cell fate determinants to the site of a new bud
(Long et al., 1997; Takizawa et al., 1997). How then in a CckA±GFP fusion protein (Jacobs et al., 1999). Coinci-
dent with the time of CtrA phosphorylation in the earlyprokaryotic cell, with no obvious directional tracks, is
intrinsic asymmetry accomplished? predivisional cell, CckA is localized to the cell poles
where it presumably carries out its function. The accu-In Caulobacter, the cell cycle is inherently asymmetric
and the challenge is to understand how this asymmetry mulation of CtrAzP just after the initiation of DNA repli-
cation prevents premature reinitiation events. Once theis maintained generation after generation. An asymmet-
ric predivisional cell undergoes cytokinesis to give rise chromosomes have completed replication in the late
predivisional cell, CckA leaves the cell poles and is dis-to dissimilar progeny cells, the swarmer and the stalked
cell (for review, see Wheeler et al., 1998). As the name persed around the entire cell membrane. Thus, the three-
dimensional deployment of structural proteins, enzymeimplies, the swarmer cell swims off to find nutrients
propelled by a single polar flagellum. The initiation of complexes, and regulatory proteins works in concert with
temporally controlled transcription and proteolysis tochromosome replication is repressed in this cell for a
constant fraction of the cell cycle. The progeny stalked maintain asymmetry during the Caulobacter cell cycle.
A further example of the role of proteolysis incell functions as a nonmotile stem cell, immediately ini-
tiating DNA replication. The progeny swarmer cell initi- Caulobacter asymmetry is in the transient appearance
of polar organelles. Both the chemoreceptor McpA andates DNA replication only once it ejects its flagellum
and grows a new stalk in its place. Thus, the swarmer- the flagellar motor protein FliF are localized to the new
swarmer pole of the predivisional cell (Alley et al., 1992,to-stalked cell transition is comparable to a G1-to-S
transition. During S phase, the chemotaxis genes are 1993; Jenal and Shapiro, 1996). Following division, as
the progeny swarmer cell differentiates into a stalkedactivated and the resulting chemotaxis protein complex
is localized to the new swarmer pole of the predivisional cell, both McpA and FliF are cleared from the cell by
proteolysis, leaving the pole opposite the stalk free tocell (Alley et al., 1992), as are the proteins involved in
flagellar biogenesis. At or near the completion of DNA accept newly synthesized McpA and FliF. If proteolysis
is prevented, McpA and FliF remain at the old pole, andreplication, the ccrM gene, which encodes a DNA meth-
yltransferase that is essential for viability, is transcribed, when the newly synthesized proteins are targeted to the
new swarmer pole, asymmetry is lost. In E. coli, whichand its product rapidly brings the newly replicated chro-
mosomes from hemimethylation to full methylation (Ste- doesn't exhibit differential turnover of the chemorecep-
tors, the chemoreceptors are normally found at bothphens et al., 1996).
These cell cycle events and their time and place of poles of the cell (Maddock and Shapiro, 1993).
In addition to proteolysis, the polar localization of cer-execution are controlled by members of the two-compo-
nent signal transduction protein family. The response tain histidine kinases (PleC and DivJ; Ely et al., 1984;
Sommer and Newton, 1989, 1991; Wang et al., 1993;regulator CtrA is the direct instrument of DNA replication
control, the control of initiation of transcription of the Hecht et al., 1995; Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999) plays a
key role in the maintenance of asymmetry. Fluorescentcascade of flagellar genes, and the transcription of the
CcrM DNA methyltransferase (Quon et al., 1996). CtrA imaging of living cells containing PleC and DivJ fused
to two different colored forms of GFP showed that eachalso contributes to the cell cycle±controlled transcrip-
tion of the ftsZ gene encoding the tubulin-like cell divi- kinase is transiently localized to a cell pole (Figure 4;
Wheeler and Shapiro, 1999). PleC is localized to thesion protein (Kelly et al., 1998). The CckA histidine kinase
is responsible, directly or indirectly, for the phosphoryla- flagellum-bearing pole of the predivisional cell and the
progeny swarmer cell and, at the swarmer-to-stalkedtion of CtrA, to create the active CtrAzP regulatory pro-
tein (Jacobs et al., 1999). Not surprisingly, both of these cell transition, is replaced at that pole with DivJ, coinci-
dent with the time of stalk biogenesis. DivJ is alwaysproteins are essential for cell viability. What is surprising
is that both of these proteins, in quite different ways, present at the base of the stalk in the stalked cell but
is not detectable in the swarmer cell, whereas PleC isare spatially restricted at different stages of the cell cycle
(Figure 3). In the predivisional cell, CtrAzP is confined to always at the flagellar cell pole and is dispersed through-
out the cell membrane at other times in the cell cycle.the swarmer portion of the predivisional cell where it
binds to the origin of replication and represses the initia- Surprisingly, DivJ localization at the base of the stalk is
indirectly dependent on PleC. A working model is thattion of DNA replication (Quon et al., 1998), while CtrAzP
is cleared from the stalked portion of the predivisional the localization of DivJ to the base of the stalk excludes
it from the swarmer compartment of predivisional cell.cell by proteolysis (Domian et al., 1997), allowing the
initiation of DNA replication as soon as division has This would limit the activity of DivJ to certain critical
times of the cell cycle. Thus, the spatial restriction of aoccurred. The eventual transition of the progeny swarmer
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Figure 3. Dynamic Localization of the Histi-
dine Kinase CckA and the Response Regula-
tor CtrA in Caulobacter
The leftmost cartoon depicts a stalked cell
in which the membrane-bound kinase CckA
(solid circles) is dispersed around the entire
cell. Following the initiation of DNA replica-
tion, CckA moves to the cell poles, as shown
in the central cartoon. At this time, CtrA (open
green circles) accumulates in the cell. At divi-
sion, in the rightmost cartoon, CckA delocal-
izes from the poles and again becomes dis-
persed throughout the nascent swarmer and
stalked progeny. Meanwhile, CtrA is retained
in the swarmer portion of the dividing cell but
is cleared from the stalked portion by prote-
olysis.
regulatory factor would control its temporal window of as the mother cell (the larger cell) and the forespore.
Directing the switch in the site of septum placement isaction during the cell cycle.
a change in the position of the Z ring (FtsZ polymer)Regulation by ªlocationº poses new questions. How
from a single, midcell position to two sites, each locateddo proteins move to their site of action? What cues
near an extreme pole of the developing cell (Figure 1C;signal these movements? Why does the proximity of a
known as the sporangium) (Levin and Losick, 1996). Oneregulatory protein to its site of action matter in a cell
of polar Z rings is used for septum formation, whereasthat is only a few microns in size?
the other is disassembled after asymmetric division. In-
terestingly, formation of the polar septum occurs beforeGenerating Asymmetry
chromosome segregation. The predivisional sporan-In Caulobacter, as we have seen, asymmetry is an intrin-
gium contains two newly duplicated chromosomes,sic feature of the cell cycle that must be maintained. B.
which are oriented with their replication origin regionsubtilis, in contrast, grows and divides by binary fission.
located close to opposite poles of the cell. Thus, whenBut, in addition, it has the conditional capacity to modify
the polar septum forms, only the origin-proximal thirdthe cell cycle as a device to generate specialized cell
of the chromosome is initially present in the foresporetypes. Indeed, the division septum becomes an organ-
(Figure 1C; Wu and Errington, 1994). The remaining two-elle for the establishment of cell fate during sporulation.
thirds of the chromosome is subsequently translocatedUnder conditions of nutrient limitation, B. subtilis un-
into the forespore by a motor protein located in thedergoes a switch from binary fission to asymmetric divi-
septum (Wu and Errington, 1997).sion, which generates dissimilar sized progeny known
Entry into sporulation is governed by a phosphorelay,
which culminates in the activation of the transcription
factor Spo0A, the master regulator for sporulation (Bur-
bulys et al., 1991). The phosphorelay integrates multiple
environmental, metabolic, and cell cycle signals in de-
termining the level of phosphorylation of Spo0A (Burbu-
lys et al., 1991; Ireton et al., 1993; Perego et al., 1994).
When it reaches a threshold concentration, Spo0AzP
activates several genes, including genes involved in the
appearance of two transcription factors that become
active after asymmetric division and genes involved in
switching the site of Z ring formation.
The capacity of Spo0A to switch on the transcription
of sporulation genes is subject to an additional regula-
tory mechanism that once again highlights the impor-
tance of understanding regulatory circuits in the context
of protein localization. Several Spo0AzP-controlled
genes are subject to repression by a DNA-binding pro-
Figure 4. Dynamic Localization of Two Histidine Kinases, PleC and
tein called Soj (Cervin et al., 1998; Quisel et al., 1999).DivJ, Required for Polar Morphogenesis in Caulobacter
Normally, Soj is sequestered at the polar caps of the
The leftmost cartoon depicts a swarmer cell with PleC (red dots)
cell and hence is unable to repress transcription (Quisellocalized to the flagellum-bearing cell pole. As the swarmer cell
et al., 1999). This polar sequestration depends on Spo0J,differentiates into the stalked cell (rightmost cartoon), PleC is dis-
which, as discussed above, binds to multiple sites clus-persed around the cell and DivJ (green dots) is localized to the stalk-
bearing pole. tered in the replication origin region of the chromosome.
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septum, SpoIIE triggers the activation of sF, but how it
does so selectively in the forespore remains unclear.
Unexpected recent results indicate that SpoIIE con-
tributes to the activation of sF in two steps. First, of
course, it is a phosphatase that is responsible for dephos-
phorylating SpoIIAA-P. In addition, however, evidence
indicates that SpoIIE links sF activation to septum forma-
tion at a step subsequent to the dephosphorylation of
SpoIIAA-P (Feucht et al., 1999; King et al., 1999). Evi-
dently, the generation of dephosphorylated SpoIIAA is
not sufficient to activate sF until a late stage of septum
formation. An attractive conjecture is that SpoIIE moni-
tors asymmetric division, perhaps sequestering dephos-
phorylated SpoIIAA or otherwise preventing SpoIIAA
from triggering the activation of sF until the formation
of the septum is complete. The lesson here is that byFigure 5. Dynamic Behavior of a Phosphatase that Governs the
virtue of being located at a specific cellular site, in thisActivation of a Cell-Specific Transcription Factor in B. subtilis
case, the septum, a key control protein is able to linkThe leftmost cartoon depicts a predivisional sporangium in which
the activation of a developmental transcription factor tothe membrane-bound phosphatase SpoIIE (blue) has colocalized
with rings of the cell division protein FtsZ (red) near both poles a landmark event in morphogenesis.
of the cell. The rightmost cartoon depicts a sporangium that has Activation of sE in the mother cell is likewise dictated
undergone asymmetric division. The Z rings have been disassem- by a control circuit involving protein localization and
bled and have been replaced at one pole by a septum (red rectangle).
regulatory events at the polar septum (reviewed in LevinNote that SpoIIE (blue patches) has now integrated into the septum
and Losick, 1999). The sE protein is initially synthesizedand has delocalized from the distal pole.
as an inactive proprotein (pro-sE), which is processed by
a receptor/protease that is located in the polar septum
(Fawcett et al., 1998). The receptor/protease is activatedIn the absence of Spo0J, Soj is found on the chromo-
by a secreted signaling protein that is produced in thesome rather than at the cell poles and hence blocks
forespore under the direction of sF (Hofmeister et al.,sporulation. An attractive interpretation of these findings
1995; Karow et al., 1995; Londono-Vallejo and Stragier,is that Soj and Spo0J constitute a checkpoint that moni-
1995; Shazand et al., 1995). Thus, the septum is nottors some aspect of chromosome replication or segre-
simply a partition that divides the sporangium into twogation and channels this information into the decision
compartments. Rather, it is an organelle that recruitsto sporulate.
developmental control proteins and actively participates
in the establishment of cell fate.
The Division Septum as an Organelle
for the Establishment of Cell Fate Membrane Sequestration and Regulated Proteolysis
Why is pro-sE inactive in directing transcription, andFollowing asymmetric division in B. subtilis, two tran-
scription factors called sF and sE become active in a what restricts sE-directed gene transcription to the
mother cell? The answer to both of these questionscell-specific fashion (reviewed in Levin and Losick,
1999). The sF and sE factors are synthesized in the predi- emerges from cytological studies on the location of pro-
sE in the sporangium and how its location changes dur-visional sporangium under the control of Spo0AzP but
do not become active until after the polar septum is ing development (Figure 6). Pro-sE is a membrane-asso-
ciated protein, and in the predivisional sporangium itformed, when sF-directed gene transcription is confined
to the forespore and that of sE to the mother cell. As in is located at the cytoplasmic membrane (Hofmeister,
1998). Thus, part of the reason that pro-sE is inert mayCaulobacter, differential transcription in B. subtilis is
dictated by control circuits in which key regulatory pro- be that it is sequestered from RNA polymerase at the
cytoplasmic membrane. Strikingly, during asymmetricteins undergo dynamic changes in their subcellular dis-
tribution. division, pro-sE becomes concentrated at the polar sep-
tum (Ju et al., 1997; Hofmeister, 1998). Finally, afterThe sF factor is indirectly activated by a membrane-
bound phosphatase called SpoIIE that dephosphory- processing, it is released into the cytoplasm where it
associates with RNA polymerase. Importantly, afterlates a protein (SpoIIAA-P) in the control circuit that
regulates the activity of the transcription factor (Duncan asymmetric division, sE is only found in the mother cell,
and this is the apparent basis for the compartmentaliza-et al. 1995; Arigoni et al., 1996; Feucht et al., 1996). How
is this circuit linked to the formation of the polar septum? tion of sE-directed transcription (Pogliano et al., 1997).
How is sE restricted to one cell? The discovery that pro-The answer seems to center on dynamic changes in the
subcellular localization of SpoIIE (Arigoni et al., 1995; sE localizes to the polar septum raised the possibility
that it is sequestered on the mother cell face of theLevin et al., 1997; King et al., 1999). In the predivisional
sporangium, SpoIIE colocalizes with the bipolar Z rings septum (Hofmeister, 1998). Thus, processing would re-
lease sE into the mother cell compartment. Recent cyto-in structures known as E rings (Figure 5). Next, during
asymmetric division, SpoIIE becomes an integral part logical experiments support this idea (Ju et al., 1999).
Later in development, sF and sE are replaced by sGof the polar septum while delocalizing from the distal
pole of the sporangium. From its vantage point in the and sK, respectively, which are also linked by a signal
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Figure 6. A Cell-Specific Transcription Factor
Progresses through Three Different Subcellu-
lar Locations in B. subtilis
(A) depicts a predivisional sporangium in
which the precursor protein, pro-sE (trian-
gles), is located at the cytoplasmic mem-
brane. (B) depicts a postdivisional sporan-
gium in which pro-sE has redeployed from the
cytoplasmic membrane to the polar septum
(red rectangle). Note that pro-sE is located on
the side of the septum that faces the mother
cell (the larger progeny cell). (C) depicts a
postdivisional sporangium in which pro-sE
has undergone processing and has been re-
leased from the septum into the mother cell
cytoplasm as mature sE (truncated triangles).
transduction pathway operating at the level of propro- chemotaxis. The activity of these two component phos-
photransfer proteins are, in turn, regulated by wheretein processing (reviewed in Levin and Losick, 1999).
they are transiently located in the cell and by when theyProcessing of pro-sK is mediated by a membrane-bound
are present during the cell cycle. The challenge will beprotease, which is activated by a signaling protein that
to integrate the multiple signal transduction pathwaysis produced in the forespore under the control of sG
that control the ground state cell cycle circuitry with the(Cutting et al., 1990, 1991; Lu et al., 1990; Gomez et al.,
use of other signaling pathways, such as those mediated1995; Resnekov et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 1998).
by quorum sensing, to interpret extracellular signals.This theme of membrane sequestration and regulated
The identification of the full complement of signal pro-proteolysis is reminiscent of the control circuit that gov-
teins for each bacterial species (taking advantage oferns the activation of the human transcription factor
bacterial genome sequences), their dynamic position-SREBP, which directs the expression of genes involved
ing, and their function will provide a comprehensive net-in mammalian cholesterol biosynthesis (Brown and
work of regulatory information flow in free-living cells.Goldstein, 1997). SREBP is an integral membrane pro-
Dynamic changes in subcellular localization hastein that is sequestered in the endoplasmic reticulum
emerged as a common feature of regulatory and struc-and hence is incapable of reaching the nucleus. It is
tural proteins in bacteria. As we have seen, examplesactivated by a protease (Site 1 protease) that cleaves
include kinases and regulators of the two-componentSREBP in a luminal loop in a sterol-responsive manner.
family of signal transduction proteins, proteins that me-Once cleaved in the lumen, SREBP becomes a substrate
diate cytokinesis and chromosome segregation, pro-for a second membrane-bound protease (Site 2 prote-
teins that dictate proper placement of the division sep-ase) that cleaves at a second site located within or imme-
tum, proteins that form the replication machine, anddiately adjacent to the membrane. This results in the
multiple transcription factors, proteases, and phospha-release of the transcription factor and its import into the
tases that control cell cycle, cell differentiation, and mor-nucleus. Amazingly, the Site 2 protease has strikingly
phogenesis. Clearly then, where proteins are deployedhomologous features to the pro-sK processing enzyme
in cells and when they change their subcellular ad-(Lewis and Thomas, 1999; Rudner et al., 1999; Zelenski
dresses is a pervasive and basic theme of the prokary-
et al., 1999). Both enzymes appear to be members of
otic genetic network, indicating that in the future the
an unusual family of membrane-bound, zinc metallopro-
bacterial cell will increasingly be understood in terms
teases that have catalytic centers located within or adja- of the dynamic spatial behavior of proteins.
cent to the lipid bilayer. Thus, the concept of membrane In this process, bacterial regulatory pathways will take
sequestration and regulated proteolysis extends both on the attributes of three-dimensional chess. Many of
by analogy and homology from microbes to man! the regulatory pathways we have become accustomed
to view as planar must in the future incorporate dynamic
Future Directions changes in cellular addresses. A closer look at the inte-
When thinking about what the future holds, it is most gration of spatial and temporal information and the regu-
rational to begin with the questions that can now be latory circuitry raises multiple questions. For example,
articulated and then take a leap of faith into the realm how do morphological changes in regions of the cell
of possible answers to these questions. An overriding membrane and the assembly of the division septum
theme, of course, is that we are now in a position to control subsequent cellular responses such as the dif-
build a complete system of information flow within the ferential presentation of kinases, phosphatases, and
context of a living chemical machine. proteases at specific cellular sites? How do these
The discovery of multiple two component signal trans- changes lead to consequent changes in transcriptional
duction proteins (30±50 pairs of sensor histidine kinases activity? We speculate that yet another controlled spa-
and response regulators per bacterial cell, sometimes tial parameter involves nucleoid organization and the
grouped in extensive phosphorelays) has provided the requisite positioning of critical genes at specific regions
machinery that links the perception of spatial and tem- of the cell cycle (pole versus midcell) and at specific
poral perturbations to such varied cellular responses times in the cell cycle. Thus, the three-dimensional orga-
nization of the nucleoid and its dynamic rearrangementas transcriptional regulation, replication initiation, and
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may prove to be a contributing factor to the cellular runs the daily business of the bacterial cell. The identifi-
cation of the genes, and establishing the connectivityregulatory circuitry.
Turning to more mechanistic questions, how do pro- among the genes, that run the cell cycle and govern
cell specialization is just the first step. The subsequentteins move to targeted destinations in the bacterial cell?
Are there dedicated motor proteins? Can mechanisms integration of the time and the location of protein func-
tion during the cell cycle, the generation and mainte-that use diffusion alone account for the dynamic move-
ment of multiple proteins in traffic patterns that are remi- nance of asymmetry, and responses to exogenous fac-
tors adds a critical layer of complexity to bacterialniscent of those in midtown Manhattan. The availability
of full genome sequences and global screens for genes control mechanisms.
that affect movement will allow the identification of the
genes dedicated to protein movement. References
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